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organizations and t-at if such a thing were done and publicity sent out it would

reach a considerable nuer of these people and be a great help in financing the

seminary. I did not think that this pose particular resourse would be available

for many years,xo for people's memories would not last, and I know as a matter

of fact, that there are many people today who wonder what became of as o; if they

give it any thought at all, or perhaps take it for granted that I a retired and

living out in Arizona or perhaps have died.

When I presented this id-a to Dr. M° he was not at all responsive. I wrote

his two or three letters about the matter, pressing it rather strongly, and he

declined rather strongly and, if I remember correctly, even wrote a letter saying

that if we were going to proceed in such a manner as I mentioned, that he would

withdraw altogether from the project. This was the last thing I desired to have

happen, and if he felt as strongly as that I simply dropped the utter. I

understood then that although it was never expressed, that it was his desire that

financial matters be in his hands and although he always made it clear that he

desired that academic matters should be in ay hands.

Very soon the The school board was so kind as to allow us to start

classes in the building in the fall, even though the utter of the purchase had

not ;yet actually gone through, an and it was not until January or February that

we had the right to remove the boards from the windows and asks any changes in

the building. (March 10 I think). - Dr. Mclntire got friends of his to purchase

bonds to be repaid any time up to twenty 20 years that the person aig buying

the bonds eight designate. Most of then probably were for a comparatively few

years.

Almost immediately after we moved into the building I noticed that the office

was put up in the middle of the second-floor hallS. I was very disappointed

in this, ka for ay experience had been at Faith that if people Size cane and looked

around and did not see anyone to give then directions they were apt to go away.

There was one case when we almost lost a very valuable donor because he was so
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